RAY?¡¥S GOOGLE+ Gplus.to RAY?¡¥S PERSONAL VIDEO: www.youtube,nfl reebok jersey.com
RAY?¡¥S FACEBOOK: RAY?¡¥S TWITTER: twitter.com =3 IN SPANISH: WEBSITE: raywj.com
OUTRO SONG ********************************************************************** Here are the links to
the full reviews of the content discussed within this film Please don?¡¥t pester the content creators
or send them hate-messages,football jersey maker. If you like what you discern on each of their
channels feel free to subscribe to them. Thanx: Rockstar Parking: Soccer Fan Removes Shirt:
www,cheap football jerseys.raywj.com Egg Swapping:
you do accomplish you got half a million views within 10 hours ?
What do you average whether you could plank anywhere?. I?¡¥m planking plus watching this video
at the same time!
I?¡¥d plank aboard YOUR FACE GODDAMIT!
On a fat children rolling among butter.
Ray?¡¥s pussy
why ?¡ãEQUALS THREE?¡À
my nation (malta) invented roaching,nfl jerseys nike. basically you lay aboard your back; feet up in
the air hands also with a stunned face<- kind of favor your die xD
Of all questions he picks this lame ass one
on altitude of a pointy tower
Plank aboard a dead whale, oh wait that?¡¥s additionally been done.
On a wall. Like a boss,new nike nfl jerseys.
I?¡¥d plank on ray?¡¥s prickly head!
I?¡¥d plank among the annotate section below.
On altitude of you, Ray,nike nfl jersey 2012.
I?¡¥d plank on celebrity that?¡¥s additionally planking
on my junk
mt everest
in two parking blots with eggs plus lifting my shirt up?-. Like a bossssss!
I would plank aboard the chick among the kill of ray?¡¥s videos ,official nfl jersey! xD
On top of namely kinky Japanese egg-swapping couple?¡¥s wedding cake.
I?¡¥d plank aboard Ray?¡¥s ego.
I would plank aboard hiltler
I?¡¥d plank aboard tig ol bitties
on the pyramid of giza?-ouch
YOUR FACE GODDAMMIT!
No trackbacks yet.Tue Jun 28 12:52pm EDT
Dustin Ackley gets off to a solid begin in Seattle
By Doug Farrar
SEATTLE ?a In 2008,kids football jerseys, the Seattle Mariners couldn't conquer as losing,custom
nfl jerseys. They finished the season with a pathetic 61-101 record the third-worst forward winning
ratio in the team's history. They had lost 14 of 15 going into the season's final series and the only
saving luxury to the season that spelled the annihilate as common manager Bill Bavasi and interim
manager Jim Riggleman ?a yeah THAT Jim Riggleman ?a was that the M's were in contention as
the worst record in Major League Baseball. That would allow them to take San Diego State pitcher
Steven Strasburg with the 1st overall pick,adding the most scrutinized design prospect ever to a
roster in need of an industrial-strength bucket of spackle.
But the 58-101 M's swept the A's in that useless catena and the 59-99 Washington Nationals lost
their season's terminal three games in Philly. The Nats got Strasburg, and the Mariners had to
settle"as North Carolina infielder Dustin Ackley(notes.
Strasburg came out of the gate favor a nuclear combination of each mythical pitcher,merely he's
swiftly working on a comeback from Tommy John surgery. Meanwhile, Ackley,reebok football
jersey, who was made to await as the Mariners got their act attach with a present philosophy of
construct from within and don't screw it up,is now reaping the rewards of that patience.
Ackley was called up earlier this month and started out hitting seventh as the M's,nike nfl jerseys,

the better as him to ease his access into the majors. But it didn't take long as him as transfer up to
second in the array possibly providing the M's with the hitter after Ichiro Suzuki(notes they've been
trying to ascertain as well,pretty much the all duration Ichiro's been in America. Ackley is currently
hitting better in the five-spot,but small instance size alerts are teem.
His resemble to plate scope is fairly ridiculous Through Ackley's first 18 major league at-bats and
29 major league swings,cheap nfl jerseys free shipping, he didn't swing and miss once ?a he didn't
toss the bat by a ball in vain until his terminal at-bat against the Nationals, which was his sixth
game with the big club. He's made it aboard base in each game so far; in the two games he didn't
gather a buffet he racked up a absolute of three walks.
"Yeah, I didn't even know almost that ?a somebody else told me that," manager Eric Wedge said of
the whiffless streak forward Sunday's 2-1 vanquish over the Florida Marlins, which was Ackley's
1st multi-hit effort in the bigs. "He's a bat-to-ball fellow and equitable as important,cheap authentic
nfl jerseys, he gets the barrel aboard the ball. He has that knack ?a that talent and that's been
quite consistent at all times I've seen him."
Ackley, who bats left-handed and throws right, is immediately hitting .303, his on-base and slugging
percentages are already the maximum aboard the team and it's becoming easier to discern where
this is going.
"I'm impartial trying to get a pitch that I tin hit Ackley said when I asked him nearly his specific
approach to plate scope"I count that's the opener entity ?a equitable venture never to swing along
bad pitches as the most part Those guys are complicated and they're going to attempt and make
you chase pitches and get you out of your game. It's been a certain entity to me to try and stay
within myself and never attempt and do also much early."
Wedge continued to wax rhapsodic almost Ackley back the game. "He gives himself a chance with
every at-bat. He stays over the ball, he has a comely swing, and he barrels up the ball as
agreeable as any juvenile actor I've seen in a long period You put that always attach and you're
going to get on base very a bit"
When asked what's surprised almost Ackley so distant Wedge pointed to an underrated asset.
"He's better defensively -- he's better than I anticipated. His heartbeat is as anticipated. His
resemble at the plate, the same. He's a pro, and he's got some comely people to look to. [Bench
consultant Robby Thompson,nike soccer jerseys, the way Adam Kennedy(notes handles funds the
stamina of [Brendan] Ryan up the medium He's within along some appealing folk He obviously did
an hell of a job in the inferior leagues ?a they did an hell of a job with him down there."
For Ackley, it's a fairly intuitive approximate that pays dividends at this point,cheap nfl jerseys.
He's never a membrane junkie; he prefers to get intel from other players and coaches. "Just talking
to people finding out what pitches enemy pitchers] have is the key I don't watch a whole lot of film
by this point ?a maybe on the starter of the game in here,merely as distant as the relievers work
it's just knowing what they've got."
On his second at-bat against the Marlins on Sunday, Ackley took an Anibal Sanchez(notes pitch
over the brain of hub fielder DeWayne Wise(notes and cruised into third with his second essential
union triple of the season. He later aimed a solo impartial aboard the right side of 1st base, and
beat a double in the top of the 10th inning against reliever Randy Choate(notes who had allowed a
.103 mean against left-handed hitters always annual Ackley then took third on a Miguel Olivo(notes
sacrifice fly, and scored what cornered out to be the winning escape while Steve Cishek(notes
threw a brutal pitch on an intentional walk to Carlos Pegeuro,new nfl jerseys.
Ackley said that he'd never scored a winning run favor that ahead"Not so distant in my calling ?a
that was a 1st Hopefully, there will be some extra favor that to bounce our way; it'd be nice You
must stay approximate to the sack as they're holding you there. After I saw him toss a pair of
pitches, I said, 'Man,nike football jersey, he's throwing a pair roomy.' I thought that as a guy
throwing from that angle, it'd be easy as an to get away. I was smart prepared and when I saw the
ball get by I equitable ran as hard as I could."
"He's quickly Wedge said. "You know, he has some velocity and as a young actor he's got smart
comely instincts, and he's just going to get better with that the longer he's up here."
Shortstop Brendan Ryan(notes whose closet is afterward to Ackley's,nfl nike jerseys, joked nearly
his current teammate in pseudo-legendary nickname terms as the media approached: "Don't chat

to me ?a conversation to the Barrel Finder."
Strasburg may be great,but he'll have a hard period topping that byname.
Related: Great Plays, Odd Plays, Must SeeFormer Bears recipient Bobby Wade who plays as
Vikings now blatted the news to the Minneapolis radio station KFAN-AM that Urlacher accustom a
profanity meantime questioning Cutler?¡¥s adulthood during a conversation among Las Vegas last
weekend. Chicago radio station WSCR-AM likewise reported that Urlacher had to be restrained
from confronting Cutler during organized team activities This matter has created very a stir.
?¡ãThere?¡¥s nothing between us,?¡À Cutler said Thursday,when he reported to training camp. ?¡ãI
just paucity to put that to vacation There never has been anything between us.?¡À
Urlacher added: ?¡ãI never said what I was quoted as saying and that?¡¥s it. I have a lot of adore
as Jay. I think Jay knows that.?¡À
?¡ãI wouldn?¡¥t go face-to-face with Brian, anyway,?¡À Cutler said ?¡ãNo, that?¡¥s never
happened I?¡¥ve hung out with Brian away from the facility many times and we?¡¥ve always gotten
along.?¡À
Urlacher, noting he was limited according a groin injury,ncaa football jerseys, denied the reports in
one interview with the Chicago Tribune and did it afresh while he reported to camp,custom nfl
jerseys. He suggested that he was in the absnece of the exercise this summer, so it?¡¥s never
possible as him to fight with Jay. In addition, he saluted Jay to be their quarterback.
When asked what Wade?¡¥s motivation would be to lie surrounded his radio interview, Urlacher
said ?¡ãMaybe he?¡¥s just jealous because we have a agreeable quarterback immediately.?¡À
Were it never as Urlacher?¡¥s call, Jay wouldn?¡¥t know the news Other Bears actors likewise
rang almost the matter after the news.
The Bears deem they are among a better area afterward going 9-7 and missing the playoffs as the
second direct annual This is a quite fussy time right immediately Bears won?¡¥t allow anybody
interior conflict arise.
Tags: Bobby Wade, Brian Urlacher, Chicago Bears, Jay Cutler
This entry was posted on Friday, July 31st, 2009 by 9:12 pm and is filed beneath NFL STAR. You
can emulate any responses to this entrance through the RSS two.0 feed You can depart a
response,or trackback from your own site.Another week,custom football jerseys,again circular of
sneer drafts.
But what?¡¥s interesting about these latest selections is that every has the Seahawks taking a
different player with the 25th pick on April 26,customized nfl football jerseys. From a tackle to
eventually replace Walter Jones (Boston College?¡¥s Gosder Cherilus or USC?¡¥s Sam Baker); to
a defensive tackle to replace the departed duo Chuck Darby and Ellis Wyms (North Carolina?¡¥s
Kentwan Balmer); to a fixed kill to fill the team?¡¥s biggest need (Purdue?¡¥s Dustin Keller); to a
defensive end to rotate with Patrick Kerney and Darryl Tapp (Clemson?¡¥s Phillip Merling).
In reality, the Seahawks could select any of these players,or none of them.
What transpires within the 1st 24 picks will greatly impact which actor the Seahawks choose So
will club president Tim Ruskell?¡¥s appetite to take the best actor aboard the board rather than
drafting as need.
With that said, here are the selections from some of the latest ridicule drafts ¡§C with comments by

the mockers not me):
Rob Rang, NFLDraftScout.com: DE Phillip Merling, Clemson
Certainly the Seahawks have greater needs than defensive kill merely GM Tim Ruskell tends to
converge aboard the best procurable actor The Giants won the Super Bowl rotating a bevy of
defensive ends. Expect several teams to emulate their lead surrounded the 1st round,2012 nfl
jerseys.
Clark Judge, CBSSports,how to make a football jersey.com: OT Gosder Cherilus, Boston College
Strictly a blueprint of need,shop nfl jerseys. Walter Jones can?¡¥t go on forever.
Pete Prisco,authentic college football jersey, CBSSports,football jerseys cheap.com: TE Dustin
Keller, Purdue
Take a watch by their fixed annihilate depth chart It isn?¡¥t smart Keller can chanced a weapon
surrounded the middle of the field.
Don Banks, SI.com: DT Kentwan Balmer,flag football jersey, North Carolina
This seems to be nearly the slot that Balmer is expected to work and with the Seahawks having
lost veteran tackles Chuck Darby and Ellis Wyms this offseason, Seattle has an apparent need.
Balmer had an inconsistent collegiate profession,but he?¡¥s the consensus third-ranked DT later
Dorsey and Ellis. Purdue firm end Dustin Keller is another strong first-round option as Seattle.
Pro Football Weekly: OT Sam Baker, USC
The Seahawks need to begin thinking almost replacing Walter Jones. Giving his replacement some
time to study from an of the game?¡¥s greats could disburse huge dividends down the line.
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We are a discount Cheap/Wholesale Nike NFL Jerseys,NHL Jerseys,MLB Jerseys,NBA
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Red Sox pick all the way up in line with the vibrations even more than West Coast swing
By 'Duk
When going to be the Boston Red Sox having got off to their 2-10 start,nfl football jersey,the the
amount concerning the collective caterwauling was objective matched judging by reminders that an
all in one corrective win streak was lying somewhere down the road.
Turns out that "somewhere" was just chilling out throughout the going to be the West Coast. After?
completing a four-game remember to brush to do with the Los Angels Angels everywhere in the
Sunday,the Red Sox have at the present time won eight about their last nine and has gone within
one game regarding.500 at 10-11.
Now they'll head back east so that you have five wins all around the six games against going to be
the Angels and A's. They'll also be packing the following positives,cheap baseball jersey,brought to
you on this page all around the bullet-point form:
? Boston's starters have posted a 7-1 watch and 0.88 ERA well over their last nine games.
? Daisuke Matsuzaka(notes) and John Lackey(notes) both moved back and forth from their ahead
of due date abominations for more information regarding post and his awesome starts well over
cash streak. If both the question marks can go out and buy a multi function comfortable place to
and fro"stellar" and suck,wholesale nfl jerseys,going to be the Red Sox's rotation tend to be do
nothing more than fine.
? Carl Crawford(notes) finally up front all through enchanting his first home run on a Red Sox

uniform throughout the Sunday's 7-0 win. Dan Lamothe to do with Red Sox Monster notes that
Crawford's home run"came upon a multi functional disciplined at-bat on the all of which your puppy
worked as a chef the are worth from 0-2 to educate yourself regarding 3-2 while fouling off a few
pitches. He's at this time seven as well as for 27 (.259) providing some one more than one
doubles and a multi functional homer all over the his last seven games ?? do not fantastic,but a
multi function positive sign"
Despite their drawn out start,the Red Sox are currently do nothing more than 3.five games behind
the New York Yankees enchanting before anything else place even when Boston has played four
more games) and only half a multi function game behind the Tampa Bay Rays ?? which of you
have staged a multi functional similar resurrection after early issues ?? as well as second. And if
all your family take an all in one peek at their schedule,buffalo bills custom jersey,aspect travels
down entirely attractive furthermore if going to be the Red Sox want for additional details on earn
back each of them is any of those games they gave away early After a multi function three-game
layover upon Baltimore starting Tuesday,hockey jersey custom, they'll start an 11-game
homestand at Fenway against a multi function trio to do with offensively challenged teams ??
around three against the Seattle Mariners,adidas basketball jersey,about four against the Angels
and four against going to be the Minnesota Twins.
If Boston can draw attention away from dominating during everything two-week much their that
ahead of due date start are frequently permanently relegated for additional details on going to be
the mere footnote status that lots of estimated along with element they all are along.The New
Orleans Saints,Nike Seahawks Jerseys,custom nhl jerseys,who have been very quiet and thus far
this offseason with regard to gorgeous honeymoons as well when the topic is usually that where
coach Sean Payton is always that living),sleeveless baseball jersey, made among the good looking major news Tuesday afternoon. They released Jeremy Shockey.
Jeremy Shockey #88 TE
New Orleans Saints
2010 STATS
Rec41 Yds408 TD3 Avg10.0 Long31 YAC120 We may not also make a number of the bad pun
about this being"shocking but take heart this keep moving really isnt a multi function surprise.
Heres why:
Age and durability. Shockey could be 31 before the season starts. Injuries have been an issue
throughout his career,michigan football jersey,create your own nfl jersey, and hes never played an
all in one chock - full 16-game season. In his about three seasons all around the New Orleans,
Shockey missed eight games to have a lot of unique injuries Hes not at all being capable of getting
any a young child and his durability is most likely for additional details on withstand for that matter
more as part of your lasting
Money. The Saints got what they wanted out partying regarding going to be the deal on the all of
which they traded and for Shockey back throughout the 2008. He worked out for them win an all in
one Super Bowl,but take heart never made an all in one large impact. Headed into going to be the
final year relating to Shockeys contract,custom nhl jersey, this move makes total financial sense
Shockey was to learn more about count $4.7 million against this a very long time salary cap. He
was for more information about make $4.2 million everywhere in the base salary and
$500,customized mlb jerseys,000 a good deal more on a multi functional reporting bonus
enchanting showing all the way and for training camp. But going to be the Saints wont have for
additional details on pay an all in one cent concerning that,nba celtics jersey, and Shockey wont
budget them anything against the salary cap because his signing-bonus prorations have been
absorbed all over the a few months ago a very long time
The new kid all over the town. From a multi function organically grown football standpoint,nfl nike
jersey, Shockey is usually that very replaceable,reebok nfl jersey, and that factored into this
decision. Jimmy Graham come to light as soon as possible as a multi function apprentice last
season and has tremendous upside. He can take rrn excess of Shockeys a major part as a passcatching at a premium stop and eventually in addition to the better at that than Shockey before
was. The Saints also are in all likelihood to educate yourself regarding keep David Thomas in a
multi function rotation to have Graham. Thomas is that often a solid blocker and a multi function

dependable receiver
"Jeremy played an an absolute must have a major part on helping all of our team bring an all in one
Super Bowl championship for more information on New Orleans,cheap authentic nfl jerseys,the
excuse is said Payton,real nfl jerseys, an assistant on New York when Shockey first joined going
to be the Giants. "He contributed for more information about going to be the a success concerning
our offense,the as a multi functional pass-catcher and run blocker,nhl jerseys for cheap, and are
already appreciative regarding his efforts."
Wholesale Jordan Shoes
You have free choice to cheap Nike NFL Jerseys,pink jersey,NHL Jerseys,MLB Jerseys,NBA
Jerseys,NFL Jerseys,NCAA Jerseys,Custom Jerseys,Soccer Jerseys,Sports Caps with best
quality and low price. ,football jersey size chart
?The main story line,new nfl uniforms nike, of course,nba jersey shirts, will be how the Sharks
response after blowing the two-goal,custom nfl jersey, third-period lead last night against the
Avalanche. Playing back-to-backs means there was no time to stew about the 4-3 overtime loss.
DALLAS — Hello from?Deep in the Heart of Texas,usc football jersey, which is considerably
warmer than Colorado. Mark Emmons here again for DP.
“We?¡¥ll manage them the same way,mlb jerseys on sale,Orioles Jerseys,” McLellan said. “We
won?¡¥t have set pairs. It will depend on matching,shop nfl jerseys, game situations and fatigue
factors.?We?¡¥re doing some scrambling right now.?¡À
George Richards
Miami Herald sportswriter
E-mail | Bio
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But I did just talk to Todd McLellan,mlb baseball jersey, so on?to the news. Antti Niemi will be in
goal tonight against the Stars. But?Douglas Murray and Niclas Wallin again will be out of the
lineup. That means it will be the same cast of defensemen characters tonight as last night.
McLellan said ?it will be the same,authentic nfl jersey, mix-and-match strategy,baseball jersey
template, as well,nfl jerseys wholesale, when it comes to pairs.
This is a late Working the Corners posting,nfl football jerseys cheap, but unfortunately that
couldn?¡¥t be helped. Obviously I was traveling part of the day. Also,majestic baseball jersey, the
Sharks didn?¡¥t have an organized morning skate,new nfl nike jerseys, which is understandable
considering they didn?¡¥t arrive here until about 2:40 a.m. after flying directly to Dallas following

the Colorado game.
Maybe that will be tonight.
?¡ãWe can address the game briefly with the players about what we liked and didn?¡¥t like,nike
football jersey,” McLellan said. ” But we?¡¥ve got to move on. Players aren?¡¥t dummies. They
know what they did well and what they didn?¡¥t do well. The bottom line is we lost a game that we
should have won. Those always come back to hurt you at some point,nfl cheap jerseys, usually in
April when everything is winding down. Now we have to make up for it at some point during the
year.?¡À

